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Again, a feature of the supremacy of a federal constitu-
tion is its peculiar rigidity. No doubt all written constitu-
tions in modern days are more or less rigid, but the
rigidity of a federal constitution is an inherent feature of its
character and cannot he avoided as may be done in the case
of a unitary state. After deliberations lasting over a long1
period and with due regard to all aspects of the question it
is put into the final form ; it would, therefore, bo sheer folly
to expose it to easy and frequent changes. The states
in a federation practically surrender their individual sove-
reignty on certain conditions mutually agreed upon after
very great sacrifices on their part, and naturally they do
so under specific guarantee for the maintenance and obser-
vance of those conditions by all the parties concerned, in tho
discussion of which each state individually and all states
collectively take their part and contribute their share.
Hence the constitution which is the result of such prolonged
discussions cannot be left flexible as the constitution of any
unitary state can easily be. Apart from all thiy, it is
common experience that legislatures are, sometimes, elected
in an excitement produced by the voters' attaching an undue
importance to an ordinary question. In such feverish heat
of excitement persons are elected to legislatures, who are
lacking in the qualities necessary in a capable and far-sighted
legislator. Now to allow unfit and inexperienced persons,
who have risen to the position of legislators merely by
virtue o£ having played upon the sentiments of the voters,
to change the constitution which had been framed after deep
and thoughtful deliberations by the most capable persons is to
defeat the real object of peaceful and orderly administration
of a federation, It requires the talents of men well versed in
the art of constitution-making to suggest and incorporate
necessary changes in a document of the complex aiTd peculiar
nature of a federal constitution, which might satisfy the
many interests and iadeed prove to be o£ a lasting nature.

